BY DON DOWNIE
Want to fly the fastest conventional
four-placer iIi the country? Then head
for your nearest Aero Commander
showroom and ask about their 200.
It's won the Pendleton, Oregon, races
for the past' three years, finished 1-2-3
in Phoenix in 1963 and Game in 1-2-3
and 4 at Bakersfield this year. Just for
good measure; last July 3rd two Commander 200s set new speed records in
the C-1.b and C-1.c class flying at
227.6 MPH and 239.5 MPH respectiveIyover a measured 3 ~ilometer course.
Last September, Jerrie Mock set
203 .858 miles per hour world's record in the 200 flying over a 500 kilometer dosed course. The winner of
the Bakersfield and Pendleton airplane races, and holder of one of the
3 kilometer records, Bill Broadbeck,
checked us out in the 200. His average speed at Bakersfield for 100 miles
around a 4 mile, 6-pylon course was
199.9 MPH.
Broadbeck is a member of the
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Closeup of the big fan that pulls the
AC 200 to a top speed of
2 J 6 mph! Even the cruise at an
economy setting of 65 per cent yields
well over 200 mph with fuel
consumption only J 4 gph.
Pilots Jack Burlew, left, vice president
of Brittian Industries, briefs Don
Downie before takeoff.

Professional Race Pilots Association,
a former midget plane racer and agricultural pilot and is now on the
sales staff of Aero Commander in
Albany, Georgia.
To continue the racing theme a step
farther, the 200 that we ferried from
Los Angeles to Oklahoma City in less
than six hours flying time carried the
registration N-321AJ. The "A.J." is
for the owner A. J. Foyt, a really fast
man on anybody's racetrack.
Foyt's 200 had been flown to the
West Coast for installation and ·FAA
certification of the first Brittain B-4
Autopilot to go into an Aero Commander 200. We ferried 321AJ from
the Brittain factory at Hawthorne,
California, to Oklahoma City where
factory pilot Jerry Gilmer took her on
to the Albany, Georgia, -plant for a
factory paint job.
However, let's backtrack to our
original check-out with Bill Broadbeck
and a day-long tour of the High Sierras with both our wives going along
for the breathtaking scenery. While

outstanding

the gals finished a second cup of
coffee at Meadows Field, Bakersfield,
California, Broadbeck wisely suggested
that we go out, do our steep turns,
stalls and any unusual maneuvers before putting our passengers aboard.
Our fiI:st 200 flight was with Bill
Broadbeck in N235M. Prior to joining the factory staff in Georgia, he
had flown crop dusters for 12 years
in the Bakersfield area and had been
an aircraft dealer for the past four
years.
Actually the Aero Commander 200
is a modernized version of the durable Meyers. The Meyers was first
certificated in Tecumseh, Michigan in
1959. Powerplants grew from the
10-470, 240 HP to the 1O-520A, 285
HP and 44 planes were sold before the
complete design, tooling and inventory
was purchased by the Rockwell-Standard Corporation in July '65,
N235M was the last 200 off the
production line in Michigan and
N-321AJ was the fifth to come off
the new production line in Georgia.

A~ro Commander 200, owned by
Indy driver A. 1. Foy:t , shown in front
of Catalina Aviation hanger at Will
Roger's Field, at Oklahoma City.

There's a chromed hand-rail and a
retractable step for easy entrance to
the cabin. Inside you find a sportscar interior with deep, wide bucket
seats, vinyl or cloth upholstered over
foam rubber. Yes, the 200 sits most
comfortably. The cushioned seats are
nearly 5 inches thick and reduce
some of the passenger legroom in the
cabin. Here's a case where a little
less padding might provide a bit more
legroom. However, for all-around comfort the 200 is mighty hard to beat.
After I settled down in the left
seat, Broadbeck introduced me to the
location of the gauges, knobs and
levers. Starting at the far left of the
panel, you have a sub-panel by the
pilot's left leg with circuit breakers
and electrical switches. The master
and generator switches are connected

by a small bar at the top of the
sub-panel. Two sets of gear lights are
just above these switches. The cowl
flap is mounted above and just to the
left of the gear lights and covers the
lights from the pilot's field of view
when the gear is "up" position.
Three warning lights along the left
side of the panel show fuel pressure,
auxiliary fuel pump on and hydraulic
pressure on. Across the bottom of the
panel you'll find the ignition switch,
starter, cabin vent controls, aileron
trim and then the mixture control on
a large vernier knob under the
throttle.
This leads across to the prop vernier and then a most unconventional
trim-tab arrangement. The third vernier knob control in the power pack, age is normally the mixture control,
but on the 200, this knob controls the
elevator trim tab. The 200 is the only
airplane I've flown with this, particular trim arrangement.
The fast-acting flaps (7 seconds
from up to 40 degrees full-down) are
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actuated by a flap-shaped handle below and to the right of the elevator
trim vernier. A flap indicator is
mounted above and to the right of the
handle. Half flaps are recommended
for take-off.
.
Then, there's a cigarette lighter and
a push-pull knob for white lighting
inside the cockpit at night.
Both flight and engine instrumentation is conventional.
We started the powerful 285-HP
IO-520-A Continental, received a nod
from the Meadows tower and started
to taxi out. It soon became evident
that the brake pedals on N235M (and
also 321AJ) were rigged at a near
vertical angle so that it was impossible for me (and my #12 shoes) to"
apply full rudder without applying a
certain amount of brake at the same

time. The angle of the pedals is not as
severe on all other 200 models. In
addition, the streamlined fuselage begins its curve just before it reaches
the rudder pedals, so that there's a
rather tight .fit for my big feet.
Run-up was completely conventional and Broadbeck casually mentioned,
"This ship has plenty of torque on
the take-off, so be looking for it." He
had no brakes on the right side and
N235M had no rudder trim tab.
"The 200 is an aileron airplane,"
Broadbeck said, but, personally, I
would not want to check out a new
pilot in the 200 without both of these
items.
Normally, you'd crank in a liberal
amount of right rudder trim under
such a situation, but without rudder
trim, you just start your take-off roll

slowly and keep pouring in the right
rudder. The 200 will break ground in
900 feet, but we had 5700 feet of
broad, paved runway ahead, so we
used a good bit of it.
The 200 does not have an engine
thrust line that is "canted" to the
right and down as seen from the
pilot's compartment. This off-center
thrust reduces torque on takeoff but
it also decreases efficiency of the
aircraft in all attitudes.
With just two of us aboard, we
really didn't need full throttle for takeoff, but I kept advancing the throttle
and rudder at the same time.
There's going to be little chance of
anyone retracting the gear on a 200
accidentally . The wheel-shaped pullout-and-up handle on both 200's
worked quite stiffiy and it took a very
definite pull to engage the gear-up
hydraulic system. It takes just 9 seconds for the gear to retract and then
the gear handle should be moved back
to the mid-position - a' la DC-3 to take the load"off the hydraulic system and let the gear ride in the uplocks. It would not be an engineering
impossibility to have this return-tomidpoint action sequenced automatically. However, it shows up plain as
life in: the cruise-climb section of the
check-list.
Once you get the gear and flaps up,
it's time to grab a handful of throttle
and come back to the climbing power
setup of 25 inches and 2500 RPM.
Initial rate of climb at full gross
weight of 1,450 FPM is guaranteed accurate within 3 percent, and at our

Enroute from California to Midwest,
the Aero Commander paused for fuel
at Flagstaff, Arizona . This was one
of two 200's tested for flight report .
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The Aero Commander 200 is claimed
to be the fastest plane in its class
and has many records as evidence.
Visibility is almost equal to an open
cockpit plane.
light weight, we went upstairs at better than 1600 FPM . When you looked
back over your shoulder and through
the wrap-around back windows, the
cotton fields near Bakersfield were
really falling away.
We climbed to 6,000 feet and tried
some steep turns. The control touch on
the 200 is excellent. It's solid without
being heavy and both rudder pedals
and wheel seem to take similar forces.
For an airplane with a relatively
high wing loading (18.75 pounds per
square foot), the 200 has a docile
stall. Aero Commander claims the
"greatest speed range between stall
and maximum cruise" of any single
engined plane. With gear and flaps
down , you can slow to nearly 60 MPH
indicated before the ship pays off.
For 15 MPH before that, you get a
mild aerodynamic buffeting that in creases as you approach the stall..
Then , of course, there's the stall
warning horn. When she stalls, ease
off on the back pressures, pour in
some throttle and you're right back
flying again.
Since we had a date with the High
Sierras, we let down and called Meadows Tower for landing. Gear-down
speed is a fast 170 MPH and there's
only a very slight pitch down as the
gear comes down . Surprisingly, there's
no trim change with application of
flaps. The flight operations manual
points out that a bungee system is
used "to keep the aircraft on a projected flight path while using flaps. " And
it works nicely, too.

We turned on a wide base leg and
Were cleared to land . After turning
final, the tower said "150 you are
cleared to take-off." The trainer had
run-up on a 45 degree diagonal to the
main runway and slowly began to taxi
out toward the numbers. What would
you do in an airplane that was completely new to you? Call the tower
with hopes that they would stop the
trainer or go around? Since training
planes can take a considerable time
"on the numbers" while the instructor
briefs the student on what he's supposed to do, I didn't bother with the
tower call but poured in full throttle,
gear and flaps and cowl flaps open.
"Aero Commander Three-six-Mike,
you are cleared to land, " the tower
repeated.
As I "S'd" slightly to the right to
stay out of the way of the 150, I
picked up the mi'ke and answered,
"Tower from six Mike, negative! "
We went around, and it proved to
be strictly "no sweat", even on a first
landing in the 200. Perhaps there

would have been ample separation,
but always remember that the pilot on
final approach is in a much better
position to judge closing speeds than
the tower.
Since there's no trim change with
flaps, landing the 200 is easy. However, once you're on the ground, the
nose wheel is. a little "quick" and I
found myself over-controlling the rudders and wandering a bit during rollout. Probably Broadbeck figured that
I was mighty heavy-footed, but he
was a gentleman and didn't say anything about it.
We taxied up to the ramp to pick
up our two passengers. The tower was
most cooperative and O.K. 'd the use
of one of the airline gates.
With the added weight of two passengers, there was no appreciable added distance take-off roll. I elected a
no-flap takeoff to keep more weight
on the main gear until we had enough
speed for good rudder control and
we were on our way up the San Joaquin Valley with the inspiring vista
of the High Sierras off our right wing.
We leveled off at 8,500 feet and soon
were indicating 175 MPH with 21 -114
inches and 2350 RPM . Outside air
temperature was 40 degrees and the
fuel flow gage showed 14 GPH. That
turns out at 202 MPH on my computer.
Only after you have time to level
out and relax do you really begin to
appreciate the speed, quiet cabin and
superb visibility of the 200. In a normal voice Broadbeck told me some of
the little-known ' virtues of the 200.
"We have a chrome-moly steel tube
cabin and center section and all metal
skins are zinc chromated on the inside
to prevent corrosion . . . There has
never been a mandatory service bulle-

Closeup of the AC 200 instrument
panel, taken at 9,500 feet over Ne w
Mexico, indicates how the gauges
read at 65 per cent cruise. The lAS
is 160 mph. In view of left side, note
sub-panel at pilot's knee. Note. also
the elevator trim at the right of th e
prop control. Although it is a loaded
panel, there's sti/l room for more .
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tin on the 200. Peter Gluckman flew
the #2 production Meyers (200)
around the world in 1959 .. . Standard equipment on the $29 ,500 FAF
includes post lighting for all instruments, two rotating beacons, white
instrument flood lighting and two
landing lights in the nose cowl. "
Including our climb to 8,500 feet ,
we were over Mariposa and the entrance to Yosemite National Park
(155 statute miles) in 52 minutes.
Then we flew over the Mother Lode
country of Columbia and turned East
approaching Placerville to follow the
highway over 7377-foot Echo Summit.
At the time of our visit, the FAA
Tahoe tower operated from 7 AM to
'11 PM on 1 19.0 and Bridgeport Flying Service's U nicom operated on
123.0 after those hours. Landing at
the 6263 -foot elevation of Lake Tahoe
is really no different from landing at
sea level. However, hills to the south
of the airport make it appear to run

uphill to the south. Actually, there's
only 10 feet difference in altitude in
the 8500-foot airport.
We circled down over the busy resort at Stateline and landed from the
lake toward the south. It was a
warm day and things were passing by
quickly on final approach, but the
high altitude landing was normal and
we taxied off at the mid-point. During the summer, when the temperature
gets up to 86 degrees, FAA tower operators report a density altitude of
9600 feet. The tower here has a
LEWRS (Limited Electronic Weather
Reporting System) with a direct line
to the Sacramento FSS for the weather
and flight plans .
After lunch and a tour of the airport, we took off, crossed the beautiful lake and landed at Truckee-Tahoe,
a 6000-foot hard-surfaced airport at
5900 feet elevation. There's a weekend
soaring operation as well as sky diving, so it is a good spot to keep your
eyes open . The 200 climbed out of

both of these high fields without the
slightest complaint.
After crossing Donner Summit, we
turned south over the historical towns
of Georgetown and Sutter's Creek,
Calavaras and Frog Town before
landing for fuel at Columbia. If you 're
an old - really old - airplane buff you know Columbia, because it's
where Joe Pfeifer keeps his World
War I rotary-powered aircraft.
By the time we'd finished inspecting his classic aircraft, having a coke
and swapping aircraft stories, it was
nearly dark. However, there was ample light to give a good horizon for
takeoff. We headed back to Bakersfield on a clear night with the lights
of seemingly endless towns reaching
up. The red edge-lighting on the instrument panel of the 200 is fully up
to airline standards.
All too soon, Bakersfield was in
sight and we used the "poor man 's
Continued
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PLANE & PILOT MAGAZINE
INFLIGHT TEST REPORT
Flying Time 11 Hours in N235M & N321AJ
.. Aero Commander 2000
TEST PLANE . .
· . . .. $29,500
BASE PRICE
. 1966
YEAR AND MODEL
... Low wing, retractable gear
DESIGN TYPE ..
. .4
PILOT & PASSENGER CAPACITY
· .... 3,000 Ibs.
GROSS WEIGHT
.. 1,985 Ibs.
EMPTY WEIGHT
· .. 1,015 Ibs.
USEFUL LOAD
2001bs.
BAGGAGE CAPACITY
.. . .. One
NUMBER OF DOORS
· ... .. 10.5 Ibs.
POWER LOADING (LBS/HP)
· .... 118.6Ibs.
WING LOADING (LBS/SQ. FT.)
. Tricycle
LANDING GEAR TYPE
. 30 feet 6 inches
W'I NG SPAN
....... . • . . . . .. . ....
.. 161.5
WING AREA (SQ. FT.)
... 24 feet 4 inches
OVERALL LENGTH ... . . .. . .
. . 7 feet 4 inches
OVERALL HEIGHT
....... 83 inches
WHEELBASE
. 105 inches
WHEEL TREAD ...... .. . . . . .
. ... .. .. 82 inchse
PROPELLER SIZE ..
PROPELLER TYPE .
. ....... . ... McCauley, Constant·Speed
FUEL CAPACITY STANDARD
. 40 gallons
FUEL CAPACITY AUXILIARY TANKS ............. 40 gallons
TOTAL ..
N UMBER OF ENGINES ... . . . . . . .
MAKE OF ENGINES
PISTON OR TURBINE
NUMBER OF CYLINDERS
SUPERCHARGED
HORSEPOWER RATING
~RBURETOR OR INJECTION

belts were used for overnight tie down.

. 80 gallons

.1
· . Continental
Piston
...... . . 6
. . .. No
.. 285
............
Injection

........... 216 mph
TOP SPEED
. 210 mph
CRUISING SPEED 75 % POWER ...... .. .. , . . . ' .
.. 204 mph
CRUISING SPEED 65 % POWER
........... 15.8
GALLONS PER HOUR 75 % POWER
. 14.0
GALLONS PER HOUR 65 % POWER . . . . . . . .•.
· .... 1060 miles
RANGE EXTRA TANKS 75 % POWER
1170 miles
RANGE EXTRA TANKS 65 % POWER .
· . 18,500 feet
SERVICE CEILING
· .. 1,450 fpm
RATE OF CLIMB
· . .. . 900 feet
TAKEOFF RUN
TAKEOFF DISTANCE TO CLEAR 50 FEET
... 1150 feet
LANDING ROLL
· . ..... 640 feet
LANDING ROLL CLEARING 50·FOOT BARRIER · .. ... 1150 feet
STALL SPEED FLAPS AND GEAR DOWN
.' . 62 mph
. . 115 mph
BEST RATE OF CLIMB SPEED MPH
BEST RATE OF CLIMB FEET PER MINUTE
· ... 1450 fpm
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A look through the open door of the AC 200 after seat

Another of the test Aero Commanders, this one is shown
at the Tahoe- Truckee Airport, in the northern
High Sierras.

AERO COMMANDER 200
Continued from page 41

omni ," a huge sign for the EI Rancho
Motel, that lines up with the final
approach back into Meadows Field.
The nose landing lights are completely adequate, but you reall y don't need
them with the full airline approach
lights at Bakersfield.
We were lucky and made a "grease
job" after dark . After tied own , we bid
the Broadbecks a hasty goodnight
since Bill was due to take-off at dawn
for Georgia. It had been a most enjoyable day; a fine, powerful airplane,
scenery that just wouldn't quit and the
companionship of interesting pilots
and their families.
There's a great deal of difference
between a check-out flight with a
prize-winning 200 pilot and climbing
into the left seat in N3 21 AJ on your
own for a light half-way across the
country. However, both 200's ha ndled the same.
Jack Burlew, vice president of Brittian Industries, kindly picked two of
us up at Brackett Field, some 27 miles
East of the main Hawthorne Brittain
fac tory. (It's a miserable freeway
drive) . The " us" included private
pilot Bob Weston of Glendora, California, who was going along for some
cross-country du al instruction. Final
flight tests on the Brittain auto pilot
installation had just been completed
that morning and Jack Burlew had
not yet topped the fuel tanks . So we
filled all four 20-gallon tanks on
N 3 21 AJ before take-off from Brackett Field . Burlew flew the 200 back
to H awthorne to make a final check
on the new B-4 auto pilot system and
then climbed out.
It was 1: 05 PM when we started
our takeoff roll at Hawthorne. Weather reports were spotty, so we delayed
filing a flight plan until we'd climbed
away from the smog-bowl and head ed
eastward . Over the hot Colorado desert, we filed a flight pl an with Thermal Radio over their Twentynine
Palms remote station - Transmit
122.1 and receive on the Omni at
114.2 - for Prescott, Arizona.
When we called in our flight plan ,
there was a little trouble in explaining the color of N321 AI. Actually,
the new plane, (total time, 28 airframe hours when we took off) had
yet to be painted . It was sprayed with
zinc chromate that might be called a
sick chartreuse. Black numbers were
in soluble paint. When we tried to
describe this combination to the FSS
operator at Thermal, it just didn 't get
across so we changed the color to
"light green. "
And in calling in with A. J. Foyt's
airplane, we used the older " Able Jig"
phoenetic alphabet. Can you imagine
Mr. Foyt making a position report as
" Alpha Juliet?"
Our cruising altitude was 9,500 feet
and just under the bases of the towering cumulus clouds that began to show
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up just as soon as we crossed the
Colorado River. When you're indicating over 160-MPH and have a ground
speed of 200, yo u can expect a rough
ride under the weather. Since N321 AJ
did not have oxygen aboard, we didn't
climb above the weather but maintained our altitude and bounced along.
The 200 is a short-coupled airplane;
only 24'4" long and a 30'6" span , so
there was some tendency to both
pitch and yaw in quite rough air.
Brittain's B-4 did a fine job, but we
still had a rough ride from the Arizona border to our first landing at
Flagstaff. With vertical currents of
over 3,000-FPM, you can 't expect
anythi ng else.
I'm sure that owner A. J. Foyt would
have fe lt right at home in this turbulence, since he's roared down the back
stretch of many a rough dirt track
with all four wheels sometimes on the
ground.
Flagstaff is probably one of the
easiest airports in the Nation to find.
You can see 12,635-foot Humphries
Peak from any point in Arizona on a
clear day and the 7,000-foot long airport is just 15 miles south of the peak .
When he · had the field in sight, we
closed our flight plan directly with
Prescott and started a let-down . Flagstaff 'also has an FAA remote station
where you can talk with Prescott on
122.1 and receive on 122 .2.
From 9,500 feet, you don't have to
let down very far to land at the 7 ,000foot high Flagstaff Airport. This is
one of the reasons that it's a good
fueling stop on the Albuquerque-Amarillo run because you're almost back
at cruising altitude when you leave
the traffic pattern. Fueling service is
fast but 100 octane is expensive; 535~
per gallon. The 200 burned 36.8 gallons including our flight from Brackett back to Hawthorne (about 15 minutes) , taxiing in and out and a 2 hour
and 6 minute cross country trip.
That's less than 15-GPH.
Bob Weston and I checked in with
weather. As expected, the "moderate
turbulence under the cumulus" would
continue until almost dark. We walked across the airport and talked with
Beth and Tex Wright, veteran owners
of Wright Flyte, and personal friends
since the summers of 1957 and 1958
when I flew through these same cumulus clouds on a research project
for Meteorology Research, Inc. and
the National Science Foundation.
The more we talked, the better
seemed the idea of a thick steak, a
comfortable bed and a dawn take-off.
After all, it was only 810 miles to
Oklahoma City, and that isn't ve ry far
in the 200. Primarily, however, we
could expect glassy-smooth air in the
morning.
Sure enough , it was a beautiful
morning. With full 80 gallons of gas,
considerable camera gear, baggage
and the two of us, we figured that we
were within 50 pounds of the 3,000pound gross weight of the 200. If we'd

had passengers, we'd not have filled
two 20-gallon outboard auxiliary
tanks.
Weather reported a 25K tailwind
over Flagstaff that would dissipate to
light and variable as we continued
eastward. Oklahoma City had four
miles, ground fog and lightning, but
was expected to clear.
We had wheels-up at 5 :46 and
turned left into the sunrise. Here was
scenery that just wouldn't quit. By the
time we had everything stretched out
in the cockpit and the flight plan
double-checked, we were back at 9,500
feet and over Winslow at two minutes
after the hour. We called the FAA FSS
and filed a flight plan via airways to
Oklahoma City. Approaching Albuquerque, our tailwinds dropped off
and we were traveling 215-MPH with
21-1 / 2, 2350-RPM, and indicating
170-MPH at 9,500 feet with an OAT
of 55 degrees.
We passed over Albuquerque at
7: 08 and Tucumcari 50 minutes later.
Perhaps, it's old fashioned, out I've
made it a habit, whenever possible, to
change fuel tanks over an airport.
Once, many years ago, I changed
tanks in a Navion over Lake Chapala
in Mexico and there was a little dirt in
the bottom of the tank. We spit and
sputtered and sweat all the. way into
Morelia. So, my flight log on this leg
shows, "Left main at 24 AM A". That
would be turning on the left inboard
20 gall ons at 8: 24 over Amarillo.
Oklahoma City was reporting 7 ,000
scattered, visibility 8 miles 79/72,
surface wind of 16K from 160 DEG.
gusting to 22 and altocumulus west
through north , east and south. So, we
held our 9,500 feet until we were
abeam of E I Reno and then picked
our way down quickly between the
mid-morning build-ups. With clear,
calm weather at Oklahoma City and
a norm al let-down , we would have
cut 7 to 10 minutes from our flight
time. As it was , we touched down with
a total flight time of 3: 52 . That's 210
MPH ground speed. N321AJ took 53.7
gallons of fue'! for an average of 13.7
GPH.
As prearranged , we taxied up to the
ramp at Oklahoma City and young
Jerry Gilmer who was to take the
200 on to the factory walked out to
greet us . He told us that he'd been 7
hours in transit on three different airlines to get from Albany, Georgia, to
Oklahoma City . He estimated his
flight time home at four hours in the
200 .
Whether you want to race or just
get out and go, you'll find the 200 a
fine competitor. If it hadn't been for
that long airline flight back from
Georgia, Bob Weston and I would
ha ve continued east in the 200 , just
for the ride. Instead, we found the coowner of a 22-year-old Stearman and
spent half the day with him flying
at about 100 MPH. Man , what a difference 22 years of aviation engineering will make!

